
DAY ONE



“Respect” by Aretha Franklin

- Key: C major
- Scale: C Major Scale
- Chords Used:  C       F       G       F#min**      B**



Form
What are some the different parts of a song that can be used to 
describe its FORM? 

VERSE 

A
PRE-CHORUS
OR

BRIDGE 

CHORUS
OR

REFRAINB C

An artist may write DIFFERENT CHORD PROGRESSIONS for 
each part of the song (or use the same for each!) 



Listen 
What is the form of this song? 

Does the chord progression change based on the form? 

AB AB AB C AB DB

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FOUqQt3Kg0


Chords and Roman Numerals 
for the Instrumental Break (C)

F#min7 B
i

F# A C# E B D# F#

IV



Chords and Roman Numerals

C7 F7 G7
I IV V

C E G Bb F A C Eb G B D F



Chord Progression
INTRO + OUTRO: C7   |   F7   |  C7   |   F7   | 

A:   G7   |    F7   |   G7   |   F7  |   G7   |   F7   |

B:   C7   |    F7   |   C7   |   F7  |

C:   F#min7  |  F#min7   |   B   |   B   |  
       F#min7  |  F#min7   |  G7  |  G7 | 

D:   C7   |   F7   |  C7   |   F7   | 

**4 Beats each chord



DAY 2



“Done For Me” by Charlie Puth

- Key: B minor 
- Scale: Harmonic Minor
- Chord Progression: i VI iv V 



B NATURAL MINOR 

B HARMONIC MINOR 
B    C#    D    E    F#    G    A    B 

B    C#    D    E    F#    G    A#    B 

RH     1     2   3   1   2   3   4   5(1)
LH  5(1)   4   3   2   1   3   2   1 

We need A# in the scale to make 
the V chord (F#) a MAJOR chord



Chords and Roman Numerals

Bmin E7(1st inversion) G   7 F#7 
i IV VI V

B  D  F# E G# B D G B D F# F# A# C# E



Form
What are some the different parts of a song that can be used to 
describe its FORM? 

VERSE 

A
PRE-CHORUS
OR

BRIDGE 

CHORUS
OR

REFRAINB C

An artist may write DIFFERENT CHORD PROGRESSIONS for 
each part of the song (or use the same for each!) 



Listen 
What is the form of this song? 

Does the chord progression change based on the form? 

A B C A B C B C 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tYajkHNK58


Chords and Roman Numerals

Bmin Bmin/G# Bmin/G F#7 
i “IV” “VI” V

B  D  F# G#/ B D F# G / B D F# F# A# C# E



Chord Voicings used in the song
Bmin Bmin/G# Bm/G F#7 

B  D  F# F# A# C# E



Suspension
When we delay (“suspend) moving to 
every chord tone at the same time

A Harmonic tool that makes 
arriving at V chords more satisfying

*** For today, donʼt worry about 
playing this chord if itʼs troublesome



What is “COMP-ing?”
● Short for “complimenting” 

Choosing to play certain INVERSIONS and 
ADDED NOTES in a chord progression, 
along with certain RHYTHMS in order to 
COMPLIMENT a melody. 



Bmin Bmin/G# Bm/G F#7 

B  D  F# F# A# C# E

Comp used in this song
** Plays every chord 
a half beat early



DAY 3



Song Project
How do I play along to a song I like? 

** Please select a school 
appropriate song that you could 
share with our class



Example: “Focus” by H.E.R

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uj9y5xkHZaU


Research 

Guitar Tabs 

My Chordbook

Look for a website that provides 
the lyrics along with the chord 
progressions

A
B
C

https://www.ultimate-guitar.com/
https://www.mychordbook.com/


What chords do I need to use? 
Most websites list all the chords in the song at the top of the page

**From Ultimate Guitar Tabs

https://tabs.ultimate-guitar.com/tab/h-e-r-/focus-chords-2051855


Does the chord 
progression change 
based on the form? 

A
B
C

Chord Progression is the same 
throughout the entire song

E → B  → G#dim7 → F#m7 → F#m7-5 :||



What inversions or “voicings” 
will I play for each chord? 

E B G#dim7 F#m7 
I IV iiiо vi

E G# B B D# F# A G# B D F F# A C# E

F#m7  b5

F# A C E

iiо



What “comp” will I use to play 
these chords? 
What rhythm matches with the vibe of the song? 

1st inversion 2nd inversion Root Root Root

E B G#dim7 F#m7 F#m7b5

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uj9y5xkHZaU


DAY 4



Song Project
How do I play along to a song I like? 

** Please select a school 
appropriate song that you could 
share with our class



Example: “Signed Sealed Delivered” by 
Stevie Wonder

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6To0fvX_wFA


Research 

Guitar Tabs 

My Chordbook

Look for a website that provides 
the lyrics along with the chord 
progressions

A

B

https://www.ultimate-guitar.com/
https://www.mychordbook.com/


What chords do I need to use? 
Most websites list all the chords in the song at the top of the page

**From Ultimate Guitar Tabs

https://tabs.ultimate-guitar.com/tab/h-e-r-/focus-chords-2051855


Does the chord 
progression change 
based on the form? 

YES

A: F7 → Dm7 → F7 → Dm7 → Bb → C7 → F7

B: F7 → Ab → Bb7 :||

A

B



What inversions or “voicings” 
will I play for each chord? 

F7 Dm7 Bb7 C7
I vi IV V

F A C Eb D F A C Bb D F Ab C E G Bb

Ab7

Ab C Eb Gb

III



WEEK 2 DAY 1



COMP-ING
What does it mean? 

COMP-lement Ac-COMP-any 
To play something that 
sounds good WITH/in the 
context of something else 

To play the chords/ background 
arrangement for another 
instrument/singer/melody

A good ACCOMPANIMENT 
COMPLIMENTS the 
melody/instrumentalist/singer 



All songs have… 

MELODY
- What you “sing along” to 
- Usually a single note line performed 

by a single instrument/ singer/ 
section in unison  

ACCOMPANIMENT
- The background behind the melody
- Provides harmony and solidifies the 

beat 
- Different instruments doing 

different things 



Comping can be…  

PLANNED 
Example: guitarist, pianist, and 
other instrumentalist playing 
the same notes/rhythms at the 
same time 

IMPROVISED
Example: pianist is playing along 
behind a singer who starts getting 
louder and more intense, so their 
accompaniment changes with them 



Comping can be…  

EXACTLY LIKE A 
RECORDING 
Example: pianist tries as best they 
can to match an existing songʼs 
recording by playing similar 
rhythms/chords/inversions

DIFFERENT FROM A 
RECORDING 
Example: pianist purposely plays 
different rhythms/chords/inversions 
from what is in the existing song to 
create a different arrangement 



Comp-ing combines chosen  

CHORDS
- What chord am I playing? 
- What inversion of the chord am I 

playing? 
- Am I adding any extra non-chord 

notes? 

RHYTHM
- What is the tempo/vibe of this song? 
- Is there a rhythm that is crucial to the 

song to play (i.e. a written 
arrangement?) 



Example: “Best Part” by 
Daniel Caesar and H.E.R. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBy7FaapGRo


Comping along to “Best Part” 

Dmaj7 Amin7 Gmaj7 Bbmaj7

D F# A C# A C E G G B D F# Bb D F A

1. Figure out what chords you need / what notes are in each chord 



Comping along to “Best Part” 
2. Choose rhythm 

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +  etc. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBy7FaapGRo


Comping along to “Best Part” 
2. Choose inversions

Dmaj7 Amin7 Gmaj7 Bbmaj7



Comping along to “Best Part” 
2. Combine chosen chords and rhythm 

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +  etc. 

Dmaj7 Amin7 Gmaj7 Bbmaj7



How does comping change 
what the song sounds like? 
Part 1, Jacob Collier live in Toronto (2018) Part 2, Jacob Collier live in Toronto (2018)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fD4rxj7-uO0&t=153
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fD4rxj7-uO0&t=305


Daniel Caesar at NPRʼs Tiny Desk, 2018

How does comping change 
what the song sounds like? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBKa-AAy_vo&t=651


WEEK 2 DAY 2



COMP-ING
What does it mean? 

COMP-lement Ac-COMP-any 
To play something that 
sounds good WITH/in the 
context of something else 

To play the chords/ background 
arrangement for another 
instrument/singer/melody

A good ACCOMPANIMENT 
COMPLIMENTS the 
melody/instrumentalist/singer 



All songs have… 

MELODY
- What you “sing along” to 
- Usually a single note line performed 

by a single instrument/ singer/ 
section in unison  

ACCOMPANIMENT
- The background behind the melody
- Provides harmony and solidifies the 

beat 
- Different instruments doing 

different things 



Comping can be…  

PLANNED 
Example: guitarist, pianist, and 
other instrumentalist playing 
the same notes/rhythms at the 
same time 

IMPROVISED
Example: pianist is playing along 
behind a singer who starts getting 
louder and more intense, so their 
accompaniment changes with them 



Comping can be…  

EXACTLY LIKE A 
RECORDING 
Example: pianist tries as best they 
can to match an existing songʼs 
recording by playing similar 
rhythms/chords/inversions

DIFFERENT FROM A 
RECORDING 
Example: pianist purposely plays 
different rhythms/chords/inversions 
from what is in the existing song to 
create a different arrangement 



Comp-ing combines chosen  

CHORDS
- What chord am I playing? 
- What inversion of the chord am I 

playing? 
- Am I adding any extra non-chord 

notes? 

RHYTHM
- What is the tempo/vibe of this song? 
- Is there a rhythm that is crucial to the 

song to play (i.e. a written 
arrangement?) 



How do I comp in my song? 

- See if there are any repeating rhythms in the studio recording that 
you can play along to 

- Listen to acoustic / piano versions of your song on YouTube for 
inspiration 

- Use one of the following common comp rhythms



Example: “Mary Had a Little Lamb” 



“No comp” Comp 

Playing whole notes as an 
accompaniment can work if 
you are trying to have the 
accompaniment be sparse 



Steady Rhythm Playing along to the steady beat 



Combination of both

Varies the rhythm 
within the 
measure, and 
keeps the beat 
steady and simple



Combination of both

Varies the rhythm 
within the 
measure, and 
keeps the beat 
steady and simple



Driving rock comp Eighth notes push the 
beat forward 



Stride We play the bass note on the first beat, 
and the chord on the second beat. 



“The Charleston,” or 
the Dotted rhythm

Like weʼre playing two half 
notes, but the second one 
comes in early; makes a 
syncopated sound



Arpeggios, or the 
“Someone Like You” 
Comp

Composers and pianists 
will “break” the chord to 
make the accompaniment 
sound more melodic



Another “Broken 
Chord” Comp

This will work in any inversion! 
Alternating between the bottom note 
of the chord (the note the thumb 
plays), and the rest of the chord 



How does form affect comp? 

A

B

In songs where the chord 
progression stays the same the entire 
song, comping can help differentiate 
between different parts of the song 
(example: slow comping on the 
verses, and fast on the chorus) 



WEEK 3 DAY 1



PRESENTATIONS 



1. Play by yourself 

- How many beats do you hold each chord for? 
- Demonstrate a steady beat through your comp
- Differentiate between each part of the song



2. Play along to the recording

- How many beats do you hold each chord for? 
- Play along to the comp/ steady beat of the song
- Differentiate between each part of the song



3. Make your own backing track

- How many beats do you hold each chord for? 
- Play along to the comp/ steady beat of the song
- Differentiate between each part of the song





FAQs for the Song Project



Q: What am I “turning in”? 

Nothing. Just show me that you can play your song from the lead 
sheet, either with or without accompaniment. 

Please make sure that you can show me the lead sheet that you are 
following, either by printing it out, writing it down, or showing it to 
me on your device. 



Q: Do I have to make a lead sheet?

Some of your peers have written down the chords themselves 
in bar lines to show how many beats each chord gets in the 
song. You can read directly from the chord lead sheets you 
found online. Whatever works for you. 



Q: How do I know how many 
beats each chord gets? 

Listen to your song, and count how many 
beats each chord lasts for. Use the lyrics in 
your lead sheet to help see when chords 
come in. Chances are, itʼs every four beats. 



Example: “Focus” by HER 

- The lead sheet as written shows you when the 
chord changes based on the lyrics of the song.

- Use the lyrics to help you hear where the chord 
changes in the song (sometimes itʼs obvious) 



How to write out your 
lead sheet to show beats

ONLY if you think this would be helpful! 

?   |   ?   |   ?   |   ?   |   ?   |   ?   :||

Count how many measures go by 
between each section (verse/chorus/etc.)

E | B |G#dim|G#dim|F#m7|F#m7:||

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uj9y5xkHZaU


Q: Do I have to play along to 
the song/backing track?

No! Although, doing that may help you keep your place in the form 
and remind you when the form changes (EX: going from the verse to 
the chorus). 

If youʼre not playing along to something, you have to show me that 
you know where you are in the form based on your COMPING. 



If you wanted to play this song 
with your friend, what would you 
need to do to be together? 

Ask yourself: 

1. Am I keeping a steady beat? 

2. Am I playing the right chords at the right time, 
based on the form of the song? 

3. Is there a specific comp rhythm pattern that I 
need to perform to make the chords Iʼm playing 
sound like the specific song Iʼm playing? 



RUBRIC






